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Abstract
We consider some graph theoretical problems arising from security requirements in some communication networks. Basically
one has to associate to each node of a directed graph G = (V ,E) a partial subgraph of G. A solution consists hence of a collection
of |V | subgraphs, subject to some packing constraints or connectivity requirements. We ﬁrst describe the usual graph theoretical
model and we review a known construction procedure for which we point out some basic properties. We then study in more details
the case of complete graphs and show the existence of a solution with a guaranteed quality. Next, we study the performance of the
construction procedure and we propose an additional construction. We attempt to characterize the cases in which either construction
is preferable. In the last section, a tabu search approach is proposed and tested on a sample of numerical examples.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A current way of guaranteeing security in mobile ad hoc networks is through full self-organization. The main
problem of a security system based on public-key cryptography is to make the public key of each user available to
others in such away that its authenticity can be veriﬁed.A self-organizing public-keymanagement systemwas proposed
by the Laboratory for Computer Communications and Applications (LCA of EPFL) in [4]. In this system, certiﬁcates
are mainly stored and distributed by the nodes in a entirely self-organized process and key authentication is performed
in the following way. When a user u wants to obtain the public key of another user v, he acquires a sequence of valid
public-key certiﬁcates such that:
1. The ﬁrst certiﬁcate of the sequence can be directly veriﬁed by u, by using a key that u holds and trusts (e.g. his own
public key).
2. Each remaining certiﬁcate can be veriﬁed using the public key contained in the previous certiﬁcate of the sequence.
3. The last certiﬁcate contains the public key of the target user v.
To ﬁnd appropriate certiﬁcate paths linking a node to other users, each nodemaintains in principle a certiﬁcate repository.
Several points have been studied by the LCA concerning this self-organized public-key management system (see
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[4,2,10]). Our interest concentrates on the authentication problem, i.e. ﬁnding an appropriate algorithm to construct
the nodes’ repositories. We focus here on the underlying graph problems, and present some solution techniques.
For basic deﬁnitions not given here and related to graphs, the reader is referred to [1]. In this paper, all graphs
G = (V ,E) are directed, which means that their edges are in fact arcs and unless the contrary is explicitly mentioned,
all subgraphs are partial subgraphs (not necessarily induced). We denote by G1 ∪ G2 the graph G = (V ,E) with node
set V (G)=V (G1)∪V (G2) and edge set E(G)=E(G1)∪E(G2). The inner degree d−(v) of a node v is the number
of arcs in G of the form [u, v], u ∈ V , and the outer degree d+(v) is the number of arcs in G of the form [v, u], u ∈ V .
For u, v ∈ V (G), the notation u→Gv means that v is reachable from u in G, i.e. there is a path from u to v in G. An
in-tree of root v in G is a partial subgraph G′ of G, such that u→G′v, for each u ∈ V (G′), and such that G′ has no
cycle. Similarly, an out-tree of root v in G is a partial subgraph G′ of G, such that v→G′u for each u ∈ V (G′), and
such that G′ has no cycle.
2. Basic model
In what follows, it will be useful to consider the scheme in terms of an abstract model. In this model, the public
keys and the certiﬁcates of the system are represented as a directed graph G = (V ,E),1 called the certiﬁcate graph.
Its node set V represents the set of public keys2 and its arc set E represents the set of certiﬁcates, i.e. there is an arc
from node u to node v if there is a certiﬁcate signed with the digital signature of u that binds the public key of v to an
identity. In other words, the arc [u, v] means that u can securely identify v.
In the model considered, the authentication is performed in the following way. When a user u wants to verify the
authenticity of the public-key of another user v, they merge their certiﬁcate repositories and u tries to ﬁnd a certiﬁcate
path to v in the merged repository. If u ﬁnds a path to v, then u authenticates the public-key of v.
A certiﬁcate path from the public key of a node u to the public key of another node v is represented by a path from
node u to node v in G, which means that the node v is reachable from the node u in G. In the model proposed in [4],
for any user u we associate a partial subgraph Gu.
The authentication is then performed as follows: u tries to ﬁnd a path from u to v in Gu ∪Gv , and uses the certiﬁcates
on this path to authenticate the public-key of v. If there is no such path from u to v inGu∪Gv , then u fails to authenticate
v’s public-key. If such a path exists, then u performs authentication.
For all the problems considered, a solutionF ={Gv : v ∈ V } will be a collection of |V (G)| subgraphsGv associated
to each node v ∈ V , the goal being to choose a good collection, with respect to some criteria. The following three
criteria are deﬁned in order to quantify the quality of a solution and to give a formulation of different versions of our
problem in terms of graphs [4].
The size sF,G(u) of the subgraph Gu of u in a solution F is deﬁned as the number of arcs of Gu: sF,G(u)= |E(Gu)|.
The maximum subgraph size
s(F,G) = max
u∈V sF,G(u) (1)
will be of particular interest. In the model we consider, there is a strong relation between load balancing and the size
of the subgraphs. Consequently, solutions having a small maximum subgraph size will be considered as better.
We deﬁne the basic performance p(F,G) of a solution F with the graph G as the ratio between the number of node
pairs (u, v) for which there is a directed path from u to v in Gu ∪ Gv , and the total number of pairs (u, v) for which
there is a path from u to v in G. Formally, the basic performance is deﬁned as follows:
p(F,G) = |{(u, v) ∈ V × V : u→Gu∪Gvv}||{(u, v) ∈ V × V : u→Gv}| . (2)
If the performance of a solution is close to one, it means that it is essentially as performant as if the whole graph were
allocated to each node.
1 For simplicity, we assume that each user generates a single (public, private) key pair and, therefore, is represented by a single node in the graph.
2 We will denote by u the node corresponding to the public key of u.
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The usage uF,G of a node v is deﬁned as
uF,G(u) = |{v ∈ V : u ∈ V (Gv)}|. (3)
This value indicates how many subgraphs contain u, in a solution F. We will denote by u(F,G) the maximum usage
over all nodes of V (G): u(F,G)=maxv∈V uF,G(v). This value is related to the robustness of the security system, and
as for the maximum subgraph size, solutions with small u(F,G) will be preferred.
Let G = (V ,E) be a graph, u0 ∈ N and 0p01. According to the above, and depending on which criteria is
emphasized, the following problems can be stated [4]:
(A)
{
min s(F,G),
s.c. p(F,G)p0,
(B)
{
min s(F,G),
s.c. p(F,G)p0,
u(F,G)u0,
(C)
{
max p(F,G),
s.c. s(F,G)s0,
(D)
{
min u(F,G),
s.c. p(F,G)p0,
s(F,G)s0,
(E)
{
max p(F,G)
s.c. s(F,G)s0,
u(F,G)u0.
Their complexity status are still unknown.A basic formulation of the decision problem associated to problem (A) with
p0 = 1 could be the following:
“Given a strongly connected graphG=(V ,E) and a positive integer k, does there exist a family of subsetsE(u) ⊆ E
associated to all nodes u ∈ V such that |E(u)|k and for each pair u, v of nodes, the subgraph Gu ∪ Gv (as deﬁned
above) contains a path from u to v and a path from v to u ?”
3. Some basic properties
In the remainder of the paper, we assume that the instance graph is strongly connected. For the problem (A), an
upper bound on the optimal value sopt (G) is given in [4]:
sopt(G) min
x∈V maxv∈V (d(x, v) + d(v, x)), (4)
where d(x, v) is the length of a shortest path between v and x in G. It is obtained by the algorithm (which we shall call
Construction I), which consists in selecting for each node u a subgraph formed by the union of a shortest path from x to
u and a shortest path from u to x, where x is a node that has the smallest maximal distance to and from all other nodes
in V (i.e. a node which minimizes maxv∈V (d(x, v)+ d(v, x))). It is easy to see that this solution has p(F,G)= 1, and
hence Construction I provides an admissible solution to problem (A) for any value p0 ∈ [0, 1]. Next we exhibit some
cases where this bound is not reached.
In Fig. 1, we have an elementary circuit, so minx∈V maxv∈V (d(x, v) + d(v, x)) = |V |. But for the set of subgraphs
F = {Gi, i ∈ V }, with Gi containing all arcs except the one entering i, we get s(F,G) = |V | − 1. Since each arc
[i, i+1] is missing in exactly one subgraph (namely the subgraphGi+1), the whole circuit will be in any unionGi ∪Gj
(i = j) and hence p(F,G)=1. Therefore, F is also an admissible solution to problem (A) for any value of p0. In [11],
it was shown that this solution is actually optimal if p0 = 1.
Circuits provide a class of graphs for which the above bound is not tight. This class can be extended in the following
way: start with an elementary circuit v1, . . . , v|V |, and for any node vi , 1< i |V |, add in an arbitrary way arcs [vi, vj ],
5
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Fig. 1. Elementary circuit.
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Fig. 2. Hamiltonian graph s.t. minx∈V maxv∈V (d(x, v) + d(v, x)) = |V |.
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Fig. 3. Graph with large gap between the solution obtained by Construction I and the optimal solution of problem (A).
with 1<j < i. In Fig. 2, such a graph on eight nodes is represented. On one hand by construction this graph is
Hamiltonian, so the same solution as for the circuit is admissible (since p(F,G)= 1) and has value s(F,G)=|V |− 1.
On the other hand, since the only circuit leading from any node vi , 1< i |V | to v1 and from v1 to vi passes by all
nodes of G, we have minx∈V maxv∈V (d(x, v) + d(v, x)) = minx∈V (d(x, 1) + d(1, x)) = |V |.
There are numerous examples where the bound is not sharp. It can even be arbitrarily large as can be seen in Fig. 3.
Indeed, in this example Construction I gives s(F,G)= 12, and more generally 2|V |/2 for such graphs. On the other
hand, there is a solution with value 2|V |/3 in general. In the above example, a solution with s(F,G)= 2 123  = 8 is
E(Gk) =
{ {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2), . . . , (4, 5), (5, 4)}, 1k5,
{(5, 6), (6, 5), (6, 7), (7, 6), . . . , (8, 9), (9, 8)}, 6k9,
{(9, 10), (10, 9), . . . , (11, 12), (12, 11), (12, 1), (1, 12)}, 10k12.
We will see in the sequel how this solution can be found with another construction algorithm. Some further properties
can be found in [4,11].
4. The case of complete graphs
Although it may not be themost realistic situation, let us consider the case where G is a (strongly connected) complete
graph, i.e. such that there is exactly one arc between each pair of nodes. For such graphs, we can provide an upper
bound on s(F,G), when a performance of 1 is required.
Proposition 1. If G= (V ,E) is a strongly connected complete graph on |V |=n nodes, then there is a set of subgraphs
F, such that p(F,G) = 1 and
s(F,G)
⌈
n + 2
2
⌉
. (5)
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Proof. It is known (see [1]) that a complete graph is strongly connected if and only if it has a Hamiltonian circuit C. Let
0, 1, . . . , n − 1 be the nodes consecutively visited when following the circuit C; so its arcs are [0, 1], [1, 2], . . . , [n −
2, n − 1], [n − 1, 0]. In the rest of the proof, all numbers of nodes are taken modulo n between 0 and n − 1. We
distinguish the cases when n is even and when n is odd.
n even: Let us call opposite two nodes of the form (i, i+n/2), and consecutive two pairs of opposite nodes of the form
(i, i + n/2), (i + 1, i + n/2 + 1). We show that there is always a pair of consecutive opposite nodes (i, j) and
(i + 1, j + 1), such that [i, j ] ∈ E and [j + 1, i + 1] ∈ E, or [j, i] ∈ E and [i + 1, j + 1] ∈ E.
Start with i = 0 and j = n/2 and assume w.l.o.g that [0, n/2] ∈ E. If [n/2 + 1, 1] ∈ E, we are done. So we
can assume that [1, n/2 + 1] ∈ E. Consider now the pair (2, n/2 + 2). By the same argument, we can assume
that [2, n/2 + 2] ∈ E. Continuing this way, we can assume that [n/2 − 1, n − 1] ∈ E. But then the opposite
pairs of nodes (n/2 − 1, n − 1) and (0, n/2) have the required property.
So let [i, i+n/2] and [i+n/2+1, i+1] be in E; the following set F of subgraphs veriﬁes s(F,G)= (n+2)/2
and p(F,G) = 1:
E(Gk) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
{[i + n2 + 1, i + 1], [i + 1, i + 2], . . . ,[i + n2 , i + n2 + 1]}, i + 1k i + n2 + 1,{[i, i + n2 ], [i + n2 , i + n2 + 1], . . . ,[i − 2, i − 1], [i − 1, i]}, i + n2 + 2k i + n.
n odd: Consider the (partial) subgraph G′ of G composed of all nodes of G, and only the arcs between nodes i and
i+	n/2
 for all i. In G′, disregarding the orientations of the arcs, all nodes have degree 2. So G′ is a collection
of cycles, and since n is odd, at least one of them must be of odd length. Now if we consider the orientations
of such an odd cycle, we notice that at least one of its nodes has an ingoing arc and an outgoing arc. Using this
last property, a similar construction as in the even case can be made, and the maximum subgraph size of the
obtained solution F is at most s(F,G) = (n + 3)/2. 
Notice that this bound is not valid in the general case, as we have seen with the case of elementary circuits. It is
however reached by at least one type of complete graphs, as justiﬁed by Claim 2 for the graphs G = (V ,E), with
|V | = n> 2 even, and
V = {1, 2, . . . , n},
E = {[i, i + 1] : i = 1, . . . , n − 1} ∪ {[j, i] : 1 i < j − 1<n}.
Claim 2. For G, any solution F with p(F,G) = 1 veriﬁes s(F,G)(n + 2)/2.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exists F with s(F,G)n/2, i.e. |E(Gu)|n/2∀u ∈ V . First notice that in
G, the only way to go from node 1 to node n is through the path [1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n − 1, n]. Since a performance of
1 is required, this path must be in G1 ∪ Gn, and hence E(G1) and E(Gn) form a partition of {[1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n −
1, n], [n, 1]}.
Assume [n, 1] ∈ E(G1), thus |{[1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n−1, n]}∩E(G1)|=n/2−1. If [n−1, n] is also in E(G1), then
E(Gn) ⊂ {[1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n− 2, n− 1]}. Moreover, E(Gn−1) ⊂ {[1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n− 2, n− 1]} (since the path
{[1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n−2, n−1]} has to be inE(G1)∪E(Gn−1) and |{[1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n−2, n−1]}\E(G1)|=n/2)
and no arc leaves n in Gn∪Gn−1, which is impossible. Hence [n−1, n] /∈E(G1). Consequently, there is no arc leaving
n − 1 in G1, and |{[1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n − 2, n − 1]}\E(G1)| = n/2 − 1. So
E(Gn−1)\{[1, 2], [2, 3], . . . , [n − 2, n − 1]} =
{ [n − 1, 1] or
[n − 1, n].
Again, in both cases no arc leaves n in Gn ∪ Gn−1.
The case [n, 1] ∈ E(Gn), is treated in a similar way, by interverting G1 and Gn and replacing Gn−1 by G2. 
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It seems that one can do much better in most strongly connected complete graphs, the best case being when one can
reach s(F,G) = 3. Consider for instance the graph, on n nodes, whose arcs are all (i, j) with i < j , except for (n, 1);
the Hamiltonian circuit being (1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (n − 1, n), (n, 1). Then the solution
E(Gk) =
{ {(1, 2), (2, n), (n, 1)}, k = 1 or n
{(1, k), (k, n), (n, 1)} otherwise
is of the appropriate size. The next proposition shows that it is impossible, in complete graphs with at least four nodes,
to have s(F,G) = 2, and p(F,G) = 1.
Proposition 3. For a complete strongly connected graph G = (V ,E) with n = |V |> 3, for any solution F such that
p(F,G) = 1, we have s(F,G)3.
Proof. Assume s(F,G)2. We need to show that for at least one pair {u, v} of nodes, uGu∪Gvv or vGu∪Gvu. We
may assume that |E(Gu)| = 2∀u ∈ V , since adding an arc to a repository will not decrease the performance.
We will call self-ingoing an arc ofGu of the form (x, u) and self-outgoing an arc ofGu of the form (u, x). Notice ﬁrst
that ifGu has no self-ingoing arc, then any other repositoryGv must contain an arc of the form (x, u), so that v→Gu∪Gvu.
If two repositories Gu and Gu′ have no self-ingoing arc, any other repository must be of the form {(x, u), (y, u′)}. But
then for v, v′ different from u and u′, vGv∪Gv′ v
′
. So there is at most one node u such that Gu has no self-ingoing arc.
Assume now that exactly one such node exists. Then any repository Gv (v = u) is composed of one arc of the
form (x, u) and one self-ingoing arc. Since G is complete, there is exactly one arc between any two nodes, so each
cycle leading from v to v′ = u and back to v has at least three arcs. Moreover, two arcs of the form (x, u) and (y, u)
cannot both be in such a cycle. Hence it is of length 3 and must pass by u. Assume without loss of generality that
{(v, u), (u, v′), (v′, v)} ⊆ E(Gv ∪ Gv′). So (v′, v) is the self-ingoing arc of Gv and cannot be in a cycle leading from
v to a fourth node v′′ and back to v, since this cycle must also pass by u. Hence there is no arc of the form (x, v) in
Gv ∪ Gv′′ , contradicting v′′→Gv∪Gv′′ v.
So each repository has a self-ingoing arc, and symmetrically a self-outgoing arc. Consider now repositories Ga and
Gc. In Fig. 4 are displayed the three possible cases (where b and d can be any other nodes of G): if (c, a) ∈ Gc we are
in case (1), if (a, c) ∈ Gc we are in case (2) (cases (c, a) ∈ Ga and (a, c) ∈ Ga are symmetrical), if (c, a) /∈Ga ∪ Gc
and (a, c) /∈Ga ∪Gc we are in case (3). In case (1), in order to have c→Gc∪Gd d and d→Gc∪Gd c, we must necessarily
d
c
b
a
d
c
b
a
b
(1) (2) (3)
c
a
d
Fig. 4. Repositories Ga and Gc .
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Fig. 5. Complete graph where Construction I fails to give an optimal solution to problem (1), with p0 = 1.
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have Gd = {(c, d), (d, b)}, but then aGa∪Gd d . In case (2), in order to have b→Gb∪Gcc and c→Gb∪Gcb, we must
necessarily have Gb ={(d, b), (b, c)}, but then bGa∪Gd a. In case (3), to have c→Gb∪Gcb, the self-ingoing arc of Gb
must be (d, b), but then bGa∪Gba (since (b, a) /∈E). 
Finally, notice that in Section 3, all examples of graphs where Construction I fails to give an optimal solution are
not complete. Moreover, for all examples of graphs seen in this section, the solution proposed for minimizing s(F,G)
could have been obtained by this construction. However there is a complete graph where the solution provided by
Construction I is not optimal. It is displayed in Fig. 5. For this graph, one can see that d(4, 1)= d(2, 5)= d(6, 3)= 3,
so the solution F given by Construction I veriﬁes s(F,G)4, while solution F ′
E(Gk) =
{ {(1, 2), (2, 6), (6, 1)}, k = 1 or 2,
{(2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 2)}, k = 3 or 4,
{(4, 5), (5, 6), (6, 4)}, k = 5 or 6
has s(F ′,G) = 3, with performance 1.
5. Heuristic procedures
In general terms, our problems consist of ﬁnding a solution sopt minimizing (or maximizing) the value of an objective
function f (s). In our case, a solution s is a set of subgraphs of G denoted by F. A heuristic is an algorithm which
constructs a “good” solution, i.e. not necessarily optimal. One distinguishes generally three basic types of heuristics:
local search heuristics, constructive heuristics, and evolutive heuristics [5].
An evolutive heuristic involves a population of several solutions (or parts of solutions) that will cooperate, combine
and improve themselves. In our case, a solution is a set of subgraphs of G, but since the graphs under consideration
have more than 1000 nodes, dealing with a dozen of such solutions would lead to a prohibitive use of memory. So we
did not concentrate on this kind of heuristics for our problem.
A constructive heuristic constructs step by step a solution by completing at each step a partial solution. Several
constructive heuristics have been developed. Construction I is an example of such an algorithm. Another example
proposed in [4] is the Maximum Degree algorithm, which constructs the subgraph of each node with a predeﬁned size.
A local search heuristic starts from any solution and tries to improve it step by step. In such heuristics, a set
N(s) ⊆ S, is associated to each solution s ∈ S. It is called the neighbourhood of s. The solutions in N(s) are called
neighbour solutions of s, and are obtained applying local modiﬁcations on s according to precise rules that depend on
the problem in consideration. These modiﬁcations are called movements. From an initial solution s0 ∈ S, a local search
method generates some solutions s1, s2, . . . ,∈ S such that si+1 ∈ N(si). The difference between different local search
algorithms lies essentially in the way of deﬁning the neighbourhood N(s) associated to a solution s. As far as we know,
local search heuristics have not been used systematically for problems as considered here.
Construction I gives good solutions to problems not involving u(F,G) (especially for problem (A) with p0 = 1),
but its main drawback is that it produces the worst possible u(F,G), and hence it gives bad results for problem (D).
Our goal is to design a construction preserving the advantages of Construction I, while trying to distribute in a better
way the usage between the nodes.
We propose a variant, which we call Construction IC(l) (IC stands for “intersecting circuits”) and works as in Fig. 6.
To see that the lower bound on the maximum usage is now |V |/l + (|V | − 1)/ l, one just needs to remark that the
only subgraphs Gv which will certainly contain a node of the form vi,j are those such that v ∈ Vi ∪ Vj . So we have
u(F,G) max
i =j (|Vi | + |Vj |) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
⌊ |V |
l
⌋
+
⌈ |V |
l
⌉
if (|V | + 1)mod l = 0,
2
⌈ |V |
l
⌉
otherwise,
=
⌈ |V |
l
⌉
+
⌈ |V | − 1
l
⌉
.
We are unfortunately not able to give a valid upper bound on the maximum usage u(F,G) provided by Construction
IC(l). Indeed, we cannot not avoid in general that a given node will belong to more than |V |/l + (|V | − 1)/ l
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Fig. 6. Construction IC(l).
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Fig. 7. Node 1 must have a large usage.
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w
Fig. 8. Two circuits intersecting; so we have u→Gu∪Gvw→Gu∪Gv v→Gu∪Gvw′→Gu∪Gvu.
repositories. For example, in the graph of Fig. 7, the node 1 has to belong to at least |V | − 1 repositories, in order to
achieve a performance of 1.
To see that the performance of the solution obtained is one, consider two nodes u and v in G. As illustrated in Fig.
8, if u and v belong to two circuits having a non-empty intersection, then u→Gu∪Gvv and v→Gu∪Gvu. Now if u and
v belong to the same subset of the partition deﬁned at step 4, say Vk , both Gu and Gv will have all nodes of Ak in
common. If u and v belong to different sets, say Vk and Vk′ with k < k′, we have vk,k′ ∈ V (Gu ∪ Gv). For the choice
of the nodes (step 2), one should apply the same type of criterion as for Construction I, i.e. choosing “central” nodes.
For instance, one could choose the subset S of size L of nodes minimizing the maximal distance to V \S or, if L is too
large, one could simply choose the L nodes x having smallest value maxv∈V (d(x, v) + d(v, x)).
For the construction of the circuits Gv (step 7), a way would be to ﬁrst deﬁne a selection quota of |V |/l+(|V |−
1)/ l for each node and to initialize the number of selections at |V |/l + (|V | − 1)/ l for each node vi,j chosen in
step 2, and at 0 for all other nodes. Then starting from v, connect the nodes of the corresponding set Ak in a greedy way
(nearest ﬁrst), constructing at each step a shortest path in the graph in which the nodes having reached their quota are
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Fig. 9. Construction IC(3).
Table 1
Comparison between Construction I and Construction IC(3)
|V | (nb) s(FI ,G) s(FIC(3),G) u(FIC(3),G)
2516 (9) 15.9 18.9 1717
4000 (7) 10.1 11.7 2693
4578 (10) 11.4 14.9 3583
5174 (10) 12.0 12.7 4027
5765 (10) 12.2 14.7 4687
6466 (10) 13.6 16.0 5092
7278 (10) 14.7 17.5 5490
7775 (10) 13.5 16.7 6140
8444 (10) 15.5 18.2 6779
9180 (10) 16.4 18.9 6962
9765 (10) 17.6 21.5 7680
All values are averages on nb graphs.
removed. If no node can be connected, increase the quota (by adding a constant), reinsert the nodes removed earlier and
continue. Once Gv is constructed, increase by 1 the number of selections of each node in Gv , and remove temporarily
from G the nodes having reached their quota.
This construction is a generalization of Construction I, since with l = 2 (and L= 1), both algorithms coincide. From
the lower bound u(F,G)|V |/l + (|V | − 1)/ l, it seems that one should choose a large l in order to get a small
maximum usage. However, as l grows, the sizes of the subgraphs also grow, forcing them to have many intersections,
so the maximum usage may increase a lot. For this reason and for the sake of simplicity, we have implemented and
tested Construction IC(3) (so L = 3).
The algorithm can be sketched as in Fig. 9. In step 1, in order to get a small maximum usage, the triplet is chosen
among those such that none of the three nodes, say v1, belongs to the shortest path3 from v2 to v3 or from v3 to v2.
Among those triplets, the one chosen will minimize the sum (over v1, v2 and v3) of the total distance to and from all
nodes. In steps 3 and 4, both nodes and the direction of the circuit are chosen such that the resulting subgraph is as
small as possible, but each node in {v1, v2, v3} has a selection quota of 23 |V | (so that the usage is fairly distributed
among v1, v2 and v3).
Table 1 summarizes the results of the tests comparing this new constructive heuristic with Construction I. The graphs
were provided by the LCA and correspond to graphs of mobile ad hoc networks (real ones or generated ones with
the good properties). Those graphs are quite sparse, since the smallest one has 1345 nodes, and those nodes have in
average only about 10 ingoing and 10 outgoing arcs. With Construction I we always get u(F,G) = |V | − 1, and with
both constructions we obtain p(F,G) = 1. As we can easily deduce these data from |V |, they are not in the table.
In [4] it was observed that Construction I gives subgraphs with size ∼ log |V |, since each subgraph consists in two
shortest paths. Here we have the same property, since each subgraph consists only of three such paths. The results show
that both constructions provide values of s(F,G) which are quite close to each other, while the maximum usage is
3 Several shortest paths may exist, but only one is computed.
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signiﬁcantly decreased (even if it remains proportional to |V |). Moreover, we notice that u(FIC(3),G) is not far from
the lower bound |V |/3 + (|V | − 1)/3  23 |V |.
6. Tabu search
We describe now an adaptation of the tabu search technique to our context. This procedure may also be useful for
other situations where additional requirements or different objectives may be present. Moreover the reliability of the
procedure (as shown by the many situations where it has been used very successfully) makes it an easy procedure to
evaluate the performance of other techniques, by comparison.
The tabu algorithm [7,8] is a local search heuristic developed by Glover [6] and Hansen [9], which can be described
as follows. At each step, a solution si+1 ∈ N(si) is chosen. When a movement from si to si+1 is made, the reverse
movement is introduced in a ﬁnite list called tabu list (TL), and it is forbidden to perform this movement during the
next t steps (t being a parameter to be ﬁxed by the user). The forbidden movements are called tabu movements. The
stopping criterion may be the total running time, the total number of steps or the number of steps without improving
the best solution encountered so far.
In order to allow comparison with Construction IC(3), we apply the tabu search to problem (D), where the maximum
usage has to be minimized. To simplify, we deﬁne the solution space as the set of subgraphs {Gu : u ∈ V }, such that
each Gu is the union of an in-tree G−u and of an out-tree G+u of root, respectively anti-root u. A neighbour solution of F
is deﬁned as a solution obtained from F by adding or removing one or several arcs in some of the subgraphs composing
F, so that the resulting subgraphs still have the above property. The objective function is
f (F ) = cu · u(F,G) + c0 ·
∑
v∈V (G)
(sF,G(v) − s0)+ + c1 · (p0 − p(F,G))+, (6)
where cu, c0 and c1 are constant predeﬁned coefﬁcients, and x+ stands for x if x > 0 and 0 otherwise. The coefﬁcients
are given the values cu = 1 and c0 = c1 = |V |, to ensure that any solution satisfying the constraints on the performance
and the subgraph size will have a better (lower in our case) objective value than a solution violating one of them.
The tabu list is here a list of nodes whose subgraphs cannot be modiﬁed in the forthcoming movements. We point
out that at each iteration, only a subset of the neighbourhood is considered, since a complete exploration may be too
time consuming. We use three different neighbourhoods, depending on the quality of the current solution. They are
described in Fig. 10, and we explain them in the next three paragraphs.
If the current solution satisﬁes both constraints (case 1), the neighbourood chosen should contain solutions which
tend to have a better maximum usage. Speciﬁcally, we choose a node i with maximum usage, and we try to decrease
its own usage. For this sake, we choose another non-tabu node j, such that i ∈ V (Gj ), remove i and all its incident
arcs from Gj , and try to repair the solution by reconnecting (if necessary and if possible) Gj with shortest paths not
including i.
If the subgraph size constraint is violated but not the performance constraint, or if there is no node i with sF (i)< s0
(case 2), the subgraph size of some nodes should be decreased, while trying to maintain the performance at the same
level. This is achieved as follows. First, we choose a non-tabu node i with maximum subgraph size sF (i) = |E(Gi)|.
Then, we remove the arc e of Gi that minimizes the size of the set D\De of nodes j, for which there is no more path
from i to j in Gi\{e} ∪ Gj . This choice permits to moderate the decrease of performance due to the removal of e from
Gi . Afterwards, we try to recover some performance by inserting e in the subgraphs Gj , j ∈ D\De, provided that
sF (j) does not exceed s0.
Finally, if the performance constraint is violated and there is at least one node i with sF (i)< s0 (case 3), we try to
construct neighbour solutions tending to increase the performance, while neither increasing s(F,G), nor u(F,G). We
ﬁrst choose a non-tabu node i for which there are only few nodes j such that j→Gi∪Gj i or i→Gi∪Gj j , while many
arcs can be added to Gi without violating sF (i)s0. Then we add as many as allowed (i.e. s0 − sF (i)) edges to Gi , but
with the following requirements: an arc e= [x, y] may be added only if x is a leaf of the out-tree of Gi and y /∈V (Gi),
or if y is a leaf of the in-tree of Gi and x /∈V (Gi). Furthermore, the node (y or x, respectively) which is by the way
added to V (Gi) should not reach the maximum usage in G, in order to avoid an increase of u(F,G).
Once the neighbourhood has been selected, the best neighbour (i.e. the one minimizing the objective function) is
selected and the current solution, and if necessary the best solution found so far, are updated.At the end of each iteration,
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Fig. 10. Neighbourhoods considered in the tabu method.
the tabu list is also updated by removing the eldest node(s) from it and inserting a new node into it: if we are in cases
1 or 3, it is the only node whose subgraph has been modiﬁed; in case 2, and only if sF,G(i)s0 (otherwise no node is
inserted), it is the one corresponding to the subgraph from which some arcs were deleted.
7. Computational experiments
We use the same set of graphs for our computational experiments as those used to compare Construction I with
Construction IC(3), but our simulations are done only on graphs with up to 4000 nodes, for time and memory capacity
reasons. Simulations are run on a machine with a processor 2.8GHz, and 3GB of main memory.
The constraints are ﬁxed in order to allow comparison with the Maximum DegreeAlgorithm previously designed by
the LCA: s0 =60, 85 and p0 =0.9, 0.95. On the basis of previous experiments we have ﬁxed the neighbourhood size at
20 and the stopping criterion at 10,000 iterations without improvement, but at most 100,000 iterations. Computations
times are not given here explicitly; they are between half an hour and 35 h for the graphs where the 100,000 iterations
limit was reached. In order to point out the beneﬁt of using a tabu method, two different lengths of the tabu list are
tested: 0 and 14 · |V | (see Tables 2 and 3).
The initial solution is obtained in a constructive manner, and several possibilities were tried. First we tried the set of
subgraphs Gi consisting in the outgoing and ingoing arcs of the node i. This solution is of course not admissible for
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Table 2
|T L| = 0 (values are averages over nb graphs)
|V | (nb) p0 s0 s(F,G) u(F,G) p(F,G)
2216 (7) 0.9 60 60 1376 0.9
80 80 1373 0.9
0.95 60 60 1429 0.95
80 80 1428 0.95
4000 (7) 0.9 60 47 2520 0.9
80 61 2518 0.9
0.95 60 53 2597 0.95
80 71 2596 0.95
Table 3
|T L| = |V |/4 (values are averages over nb graphs)
|V | (nb) p0 s0 s(F,G) u(F,G) p(F,G)
2216 (7) 0.9 60 53 1359 0.9
80 64 1350 0.9
0.95 60 50 1422 0.95
80 60 1417 0.95
4000 (7) 0.9 60 21 2498 0.9
80 21 2498 0.9
0.95 60 21 2593 0.95
80 21 2593 0.95
sparse graphs if one wants a performance close to 1. Results were not satisfying, since it appeared that the tabu method
spent most of the time trying to increase the performance (neighbourhood of case 3), but could not reach p0. The second
construction we tried was the set of subgraphs Gi consisting in outgoing and ingoing paths (from and to i) randomly
chosen, but we had the same trouble as for the previous construction. Then we tried to run our algorithm starting with
Construction I. In that case the initial solution satisﬁed the performance constraint, but the subgraph size constraint was
not. So the algorithm used the neighbourhood of case 2 in the ﬁrst iterations, and most of the time managed to repair
the subgraph size constraint and could then use the neighbourhood of case 1. Finally we tried Construction IC(3) for
the initial solution, and this gave us even better results, since the initial solution had already a good maximum usage.
We decided to use this last one for our simulations.
We point out that the experiments we made with p0 = 1 and Construction I or Construction IC(3) for the initial
solution gave somewhat disappointing results. This can be explained by observing that the removal of any arc from a
subgraph in a solution obtained with Construction I or Construction IC(3) will imply a big loss of performance, which
will be difﬁcult to repair without just putting back in the subgraph the arc which was removed |T L| iterations before,
even if |T L| is large.
The simulations show that tabu search (i.e. |T L|> 0) gives in average better solutions than a simple local search. It
often occurs (especially for large graphs, and with the tabu search) that the solution found has a maximum subgraph
size s(F,G) much lower than s0, while such a difference never occurs for the performance. This is not surprising, since
minimizing s(F,G) and minimizing u(F,G) both tend to decrease the overall size of the solution, while maximizing
the performance tend to increase it.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, we showed that the bound given by (4) is not sharp by providing a class of examples for which the slack
becomes arbitrarily large.Afterwards, we treated the case of complete graphs and proved that there is always a solution
with performance one and maximum subgraph size of about the half of the total number of nodes. We then focused on
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problem (D), and proposed a way of generalizing Construction I with several central nodes, in order to diminish the
maximum usage, while maintaining the performance at level 1. Implementation of Construction IC(3) with 3 central
nodes provided satisfactory results. Next, with the tabu search approach, we provided a general framework to solve
problem (D), for any values of p0 and s0. The ﬂexibility of this approach permits an easy adaptation for solving the
four other problems or even some variations.
However, if we focus on the cases where the performance must be close to 1, we see that our adaptation of the tabu
search is less accurate than Construction I and Construction IC(3). Indeed, the maximum usage has decreased with
the tabu approach, but it is at the cost of a slightly decreased performance, and much higher computation time. This
shows that, although this approach could most probably be reasonably improved, it seems that the above constructive
heuristics provide substantially good solutions at least for problems (A), (B) and (D) with p0 = 1.
Finally it would be useful to establish the complexity status of the above problems, so that the use of heuristic
procedures could be justiﬁed. To end up, we formulate an alternative decision problem, similar to problem (C), but
where the subgraphs are not partial but induced subgraphs.
“Given a strongly connected graphG=(V ,E), does there exist a family of subsets V (u) ⊆ V associated to all nodes
u ∈ V , such that |V (u)|k for each node u, and for each pair u, v of nodes, the subgraph induced by V (u) ∪ V (v)
contains a path from u to v and a path from v to u ?”
To our knowledge the complexity status of this problem is not known either.
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